Commercial Vehicle Safety &
Enforcement (CVSE) South
Coast Region
Since 1958 CVSE has played an integral role in preventing these crashes.
If one does occur, our Peace Officers help investigate at different levels and
work on preventing it from happening again.
Our job is to stop this from happening on our roadways.
WHAT CVSE PEACE
OFFICERS DO
 Enforce legislation –
Motor Vehicle Act and
Regulations, Commercial
Transport Act and
Regulations, etc.
 Educate drivers, carriers,
industry and partner
agencies on regulations
and safety practices
 Stop and inspect vehicles
and/or drivers for safety
violations
 Issue violation tickets and
inspection notices and
attend all related court
proceedings
 Conduct roadside
inspections of
commercial vehicles
 Conduct and participate
in investigations
 Partner with multiple law
and compliance agencies

COMMERCIAL
TRANSPORT
ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
CTEO
 CTEO Officers operate the
weigh scales (Commercial
Transport Inspection
Stations) at various
locations across the
province. They ensure
commercial vehicles are
within proper weights
and dimensions and that
drivers have the proper
licences and permits.
 CTEOs perform patrols in
marked and unmarked
CVSE patrol vehicles
to ensure commercial
vehicles are operating
safely on highways.

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE

CARRIER SAFETY
INSPECTORS CSI
 Carrier Safety Inspectors
(CSIs) are independent
investigators whose
primary purpose is
monitoring drivers and
carriers for National
Safety Code program
compliance.
 As part of the monitoring
process, CSIs conduct
investigations,
interviews, inspections
and quantifiable audits
of driver and carrier
documents, records and
paperwork in accordance
with national standards.

COMMERCIAL
TRANSPORT INSPECTOR
CTI PORTABLE
 Portable Inspectors
(PIs) are responsible
for operating a mobile
patrol vehicle for traffic
enforcement and vehicle
inspection duties, and are
restricted from operating
a stationary inspection
station.
 PIs are responsible
for enforcing and
ensuring compliance
with all applicable
acts and regulations
that govern the road
transportation industry
through roadside
vehicle, driver and
document inspections
as well as providing road
safety through traffic
enforcement and safety
checks.

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE SAFE T Y & ENFORCEMENT

AREA VEHICLE
INSPECTORS AVI

CVSE SOUTH COAST SC
ADMINISTRATION

 AVIs are responsible
for investigating fatal
accidents involving
commercial vehicles
when asked to do
so by local police,
viewing and assessing
facility applications for
Designated Inspection
Facility (DIF) status,
performing facility audits
on DIFs and inspecting
vehicles.
 AVIs perform the initial
inspection of School
Buses, ensuring that
they meet the regulatory
safety standard, issuing a
permit, and performing
annual inspections.

Providing assistance and
operational support to SCR,
Including:
 Maintaining finance and
budget
 Maintaining officer safety
file, Occupational Health
and Safety records
 Updating user manual
and legislative manuals
 Providing system access
for employees
 Officer equipment and
uniform inventory control
and ordering
 Statistical data and
reporting functions
 Client interactions
including overseeing
legislative knowledge
exams and identity
verifications

